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Most previous preconditioning efforts have focused on
manipulating the eigenvalues of the spatial operator. ForThe design of local preconditioners to accelerate the convergence

to a steady state for the compressible Euler equations has so far example, Turkel [2] derives a family of preconditioners
been solely based on eigenvalue analysis. However, numerical evi- which reduces the spread of the wave speeds for pseudo-
dence exists that the eigenvector structure also has an influence compressible and low Mach number compressible flows.
on the performance of preconditioners and should therefore be

In [3], van Leer et al. derive a symmetric preconditionerincluded in the design process. In this paper, we present the mathe-
for the two-dimensional Euler equations which reducesmatical framework for the eigenvector analysis of local precondi-

tioners for the multi-dimensional Euler equations. The non-normal- the spread of the characteristic speeds across from (M 1
ity of the preconditioned system is crucial in determining the 1)/min(M, uM 2 1u) to 1/Ï1 2 min(M2, M22), where M is
potential for transient amplification of perturbations. Several ex- the Mach number. Lee [9] shows that this is the lowest
isting local preconditioners are shown to possess a highly non-

ratio of characteristic speeds attainable using a symmetricnormal structure for low Mach numbers. This non-normality leads
preconditioner. For grid-aligned upwind schemes, All-to significant robustness problems at stagnation points. A modifica-

tion to these preconditioners which eliminates the non-normality is maras [6] finds that a block Jacobi preconditioner clusters
suggested, and numerical results are presented showing the marked the high frequency eigenmodes of the two-dimensional
improvement in robustness. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc. Euler and Navier–Stokes discretized operator allowing the

formulation of an effective smoother for multigrid algo-
rithms. Although the block Jacobi preconditioner does1. INTRODUCTION
cluster the discrete high frequency modes, it does very
little to reduce the spread of characteristic speeds for lowRecently, several authors have investigated the possibil-
frequency modes [9].ity of locally preconditioning the Euler equations to accel-

While these previous investigations have focused on al-erate convergence to a steady state [1–7]. A review of the
tering the eigenvalues of the preconditioned system, recentcurrent state of preconditioning was given by Turkel [8].
evidence suggests that the eigenvectors must also playThe essential idea of local preconditioning is to premultiply
some role in determining the effectiveness of a precondi-the spatial operator by a preconditioning matrix, P. Spe-
tioner [4, 8, 10]. The goal of this paper is to clarify thecifically, we wish to solve the two-dimensional Euler equa-
importance of eigenvectors in effective preconditioner de-tions which may be written
sign. We concentrate on one particular problem, transient
energy growth, that results from poorly conditioned eigen-U

t
1 A

U
x

1 B
U
y

5 0, (1) vectors. Due to the lack of eigenvector orthogonality, we
show—theoretically as well as numerically—that small
perturbations in a linearized evolution problem can be

where U is the state vector and A and B are matrices significantly amplified over short time scales, while the long
which depend on the local flow state. The preconditioned time or asymptotic behavior of the linearized system is
form of these equations is governed by the eigenvalues. However, for practical appli-

cations to a nonlinear problem, this short time non-normal
growth may completely alter the mean state such that theU

t
1 PA

U
x

1 PB
U
y

5 0. (2)
predicted long time asymptotic behavior is never observed.
As we demonstrate using nonlinear preconditioned Euler
simulations, non-normal amplification does occur and, inIn the steady state, the solution remains unchanged as long

as the preconditioner P is invertible. practice, results in a significant lack of robustness.
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Our analysis of transient growth in non-normal precon- ditioners are used in fully nonlinear preconditioned Euler
calculations. These nonlinear simulations show a signifi-ditioned systems is based on the experiences with non-

normal analysis in hydrodynamic stability [11–14]. Spe- cant improvement in robustness when the preconditioners
are modified to bound non-normal amplification.cifically, these efforts have shown that substantial perturba-

tion energy growth can occur over short time scales for
incompressible shear flows in which all eigenmodes are 2. THEORY
damped (i.e., the flow is subcritical). Similar techniques
have also been applied to numerical algorithms to derive Although the Euler equations provide the specific exam-

ples in later sections, the basic concepts can be formulatedtimestep restrictions which limit error amplification [15–
18]. A recent review of the subject has been given by Van in fairly general terms. Let us consider the initial value

problem,Dorsselaer et al. [19]. All of these results underscore the
importance of considering more than just the eigenvalues
in determining the behavior of any evolution process. du

dt
1 iLu 5 0, (3)A fundamental issue in the analysis of eigenvector or-

thogonality is the choice of dependent variables. This
choice changes the eigenvector basis and, therefore, where L is an N 3 N matrix. The solution to this equation
changes the results of any analysis. In this paper, we have can be written very compactly using the matrix exponen-
chosen to work with the Euler equations in symmetrizing tial as
variables. The symmetrizing variables are those variables
for which the A and B matrices are symmetric. As we

u(t) 5 exp(2itL)u0 , (4)show, the symmetrizing variables are convenient for at
least two reasons. First, in the symmetrizing variables, the

where exp(tL) 5 I 1 tL 1 (t2/2)L2 1 ? ? ? and u0 is theunpreconditioned Euler equations do not have any tran-
initial condition.sient growth because the eigenvectors are orthogonal.

Assuming the spatial operator can be diagonalized, weThus, a preconditioner in the symmetrizing variables which
can decompose L intopreserves this property (or at least does not introduce

significant non-orthogonality) should possess eigenvectors
L 5 RVR21, (5)which are as well conditioned as the unpreconditioned

Euler equations. Our second reason for choosing the sym-
metrizing variables is that non-dimensionalization (in par- where R is the eigenvector matrix with unit norm eigenvec-
ticular by the reference velocity) does not alter the eigen- tors and V 5 diag(g1 , ..., gN) is a diagonal matrix with
vectors in this basis. This is not true for most other bases the eigenvalues as its entries. The eigenmodes can be
(such as the conserved variables) and therefore would sig- summed to give the solution to Eq. (3) as
nificantly complicate the analysis.

In this paper, we consider only subsonic preconditioners.
u(t) 5 ON

n51
(lH

n u0)rne2ignt, (6)We limit our discussion to the subsonic regime because
preconditioning in supersonic flow is generally more
straightforward and because significant problems are

where rn are the right eigenvectors from the columns ofknown to still exist in current subsonic multi-dimensional
R, and lH

n are the left eigenvectors from the rows of R21.preconditioners. In particular, many existing precondition-
In the long time limit, a system is asymptotically stable ifers exhibit severe robustness problems at stagnation points
all eigenvalues have negative imaginary parts. In this case,[20]. We show that the stagnation point problems are a
all perturbations decay exponentially as t R y. In ourresult of eigenstructure non-orthogonality as the Mach
analysis of the preconditioned Euler equations, we arenumber approaches zero; furthermore, by correcting the
interested in neutrally stable systems for which all eigenval-non-normality, the robustness problems can be eliminated.
ues are purely real.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First,

Although a system may be asymptotically (or neutrally)the basic theory for analyzing non-normal effects of a gen-
stable as t R y, the possibility of short time or transienteral, linear evolution problem is described. Then, this the-
amplification still exists. To demonstrate this mechanism,ory is applied to the linearized preconditioned Euler equa-
we need to describe the evolution of the system’s totaltions for several different preconditioners. Next, the results
energy. We define the total energy of a system using theof this analysis are verified using a two-dimensional linear-
vector L2-norm asized preconditioned Euler solver. Finally, techniques to

bound non-normal effects in conjunction with local precon-
E 5 iui2 5 iui2

2 5 uHu,ditioners are presented and the resulting modified precon-
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and the matrix L2-norm is defined as dG
dt U

t501

5
1
2

lmax[2i(L 2 LH)],

iLi 5 iLi2 5 max
u

iLui for iui 5 1,

where lmax is the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix. Thus,
where the superscript H denotes the Hermitian of the vec- even with a non-normal matrix, the total energy will decay
tor or matrix. The maximum amplification, G(t), at a given when lmax[2i(L 2 LH)] , 0.
instant in time for a unit norm initial condition is simply To illustrate the basic mechanism of the transient energy
the norm of the matrix exponential, growth, it is instructive to expand the energy in terms of

the eigenmodes of L,
G(t) 5 sup

iu0i51
iui 5 iexp(2itL)i,

iui2 5 ON
j,k51

vj*vkrH
j rk exp[2i(gj 2 gk)t], (9)5 iR exp(2itV)R21i.

Even for a stable system, this amplification can be greater where vj 5 lH
j u0 and the superscript * indicates the complex

than one. In fact, the ability to amplify perturbations can conjugate. If the eigenvectors are orthogonal, then rH
j rk 5

be directly connected to the eigenvector conditioning. The djk , otherwise, the eigenmodes couple and produce a tran-
maximum amplification for all time may be defined as sient change in the energy. A simple demonstration of the

eigenmode coupling and its relation to transient energy
Gmax ; sup

t$0
G(t). growth is given in the Appendix.

As shown above, the condition number gives a first esti-
mate of transient growth. Sharper estimates of the maxi-For asymptotically (and neutrally) stable systems, the value
mum transient amplification of energy can be derived usingof Gmax can be bounded by
the resolvent norm defined as

1 # Gmax # k(R), (7)
R(z) 5 i(zI 1 iL)21i.

where k(R) is the condition number of R defined as
k(R) 5 iRi iR21i. The lower bound of Gmax occurs at For z [ h2ignj the matrix zI 1 iL is singular and the
t 5 0 for which G(t) 5 1 by definition. For the upper resolvent norm is assumed to be infinite. An upper bound
bound, the condition number of the eigenvector matrix on G(t) can be derived using the matrix equivalent of
scales the maximum possible energy growth. For an asymp- Cauchy’s integral formula,
totically stable, perfectly conditioned system, that is,
k(R) 5 1, the maximum amplification Gmax is identically
one. A matrix, L, whose eigenvector matrix R satisfies 2fiexp(2itL)i 5 IR

G
exp(2itz)(zI 1 iL)21 dzI,

k(R) 5 1, is termed normal and has orthogonal eigenvec-
tors. Examples of normal matrices include Hermitian ma-

# R
G

uexp(2itz)u i(zI 1 iL)21i udzu,
trices (of which a subcategory is real symmetric matrices).
For non-normal systems with k(R) . 1, the larger the
departure from eigenvector orthogonality, the larger the where G stands for an integration contour including the
possible amplification. Thus, although a system may be spectrum of 2iL. A lower bound for the maximum possible
asymptotically stable, short time or transient energy ampli- amplification can also be derived based on the resolvent
fication is still possible when the system is non-normal. norm. It is given as

Next, the evolution of the energy can be found,
max

t$0
iexp(2itL)i $ C9,

d
dt

iui2 5
d
dt

uHu,
(8) where C9 is defined as

5 2iuH(L 2 LH)u.

C9 5 sup
Re(z).0

Re(z)izI 1 iL)21i.
A fundamental result from this equation is that if L 5
LH, i.e., the matrix is Hermitian, the total energy remains
unchanged. The right-hand side of Eq. (8) can be used to This estimate can be derived using the Hille–Yosida theo-

rem for linear operators and the interested reader is re-compute the maximum possible amplification rate over all
unit norm initial conditions, ferred to Kato [21].
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As a result of this connection between the resolvent The specific preconditioners, P, which we have analyzed
are given below. The wavenumber, k, only serves to scalenorm and the maximum amplification, plots of the re-

solvent norm are extremely useful in quantifying transient the time derivative for the Euler equations; thus, without
loss of generality, we let k 5 1 for the rest of the analysis.growth. In addition to the upper and lower bounds men-

tioned above, plots of the resolvent norm can be used more
3.1. Choice of Basisdirectly to detect the potential for transient growth and to

estimate the maximum possible amplification. We will use As we previously described, the choice of basis alters
the relation between the resolvent norm at a point z in the orthogonality of the eigenvectors. Suppose that the
the complex plane and the distance of this point to the desired state variables are represented by the vector v
spectrum to draw conclusions about the non-normality of and that they are related to the state vector u by the
the underlying operator. We can derive transformation

R(z) 5 i(zI 1 iL)21i 5 iR(zI 1 iV)21R21i v 5 Tu.

#
k(R)

minjuz 1 igju
. The governing equation for the Fourier transformed v vari-

ables follows easily from Eq. (3),

In the case of normal matrices, i.e., k(R) 5 1, contours of
the resolvent norm in the complex z-plane represent the dv

dt
1 iLvv 5 0,

inverse of the distance from the closest eigenvalue. For
non-normal matrices, i.e., k(R), the resolvent norm at z

where Lv 5 TLT21. From this, it is easy to show that thecan be considerably larger than the inverse distance from
eigenvector matrix of Lv is related to the eigenvector matrixthe closest eigenvalue. Thus, any deviation of the resolvent
of L bynorm contours from a plot of the inverse distance function

from the spectrum indicates that the operator is non-nor- Rv 5 TR.
mal and accommodates transient behavior. A simple exam-
ple of how to interpret contour plots of the resolvent norm Furthermore, the condition number of Rv can be
is given in the Appendix. bounded by

3. ANALYSIS
max F1,

k(R)
k(T)G# k(Rv) # k(R)k(T). (10)

In this section, we apply the analysis tools derived above
to the two-dimensional preconditioned linearized Euler

Of course, the lower bound must be at least one since theequations. After a Fourier transform in space, the precon-
condition number of any matrix cannot be less than one.ditioned Euler equations can be expressed as an initial
Thus, the conditioning of the eigenvectors in a differentvalue problem (Eq. (3)) with
basis could be different by a factor of k(T) or 1/k(T).

In principle, it may be possible to choose a set of depen-L 5 kP(A cos f 1 B sin f),
dent variables so that the resulting preconditioned system
does not exhibit transient behavior. For example, this couldwhere k is the wave number and f is the wave angle. The
be done by choosing an eigenvector basis for the dependentvector u is based on stream-aligned symmetrized variables,
variables (in this case, the transformation matrix is T 5( p̃/ra, ũ, ṽ, s̃), where p̃, ũ, ṽ, and s̃ are the perturbation
R21). However, the energy in this basis will generally de-pressure, velocity components, and the entropy, respec-
pend on the wave angle and thus lead to an amplificationtively. The mean flow density, velocity, and speed of sound
measure which unequally weights perturbations of differ-are r, u, and a. With this choice of variables, the matrices
ent wave angles. In the case where the transformationA and B are
matrix is wave angle independent, the resulting basis vari-
ables may still be difficult to interpret. In either case, this
choice of dependent variables may be unsuited for conclu-
sions about physically interesting variables like pressure,

A 5 1
u a 0 0

a u 0 0

0 0 u 0

0 0 0 u
2 , B 5 1

0 0 a 0

0 0 0 0

a 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
2 , density, and velocity.

In this work, we will analyze the non-normality of the
preconditioned system in the symmetrizing variables. This
set of dependent variables is clearly connected to physically
interesting quantities and has other advantages as well.and the mean flow Mach number is defined as M 5 u/a.
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For the unpreconditioned equations, the symmetrizing The van Leer preconditioned system has been shown by
variables lead to symmetric A and B matrices. Therefore, Lee [9] to have the optimal eigenvalues for a symmetric
R is an orthogonal basis and k(R) 5 1. Thus, from Eq. preconditioner. In the same work, Lee has also derived
(10), any poor conditioning of the eigenvectors in another a subsonic preconditioner using the same basic form as
basis is due solely to the poor conditioning of the transfor- Turkel’s incompressible preconditioner [2] but again en-
mation matrix, T. In principle, preconditioning can account forcing the optimal eigenvalue distribution. This gives
for A and B matrices with poorly conditioned eigenvectors
by requiring the preconditioned system to be symmetric—
that is, PA 5 (PA)T and PB 5 (PB)T. However, we take
a slightly different approach in this paper. Namely, we
would like to develop a preconditioner for the symmetriz- Pt 5

1
M 1

M2 0 0 0

2M(1 1 M2) 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1
2 .

ing variables of the original unpreconditioned equations
which optimally clusters the eigenvalues while minimizing
the departure from eigenvector orthogonality. Since the
unpreconditioned system was symmetric, all non-orthogo-

Note that, using the transpose of a preconditioner in thenality in this basis is purely a result of the preconditioning.
symmetrized variable, the same eigenvalues for the precon-Also, if the preconditioned eigenvectors of this originally
ditioned system arise. Thus, the transpose of the Turkelsymmetric system are well-behaved, any difficulties with
preconditioner, PT

t , is also analyzed. Finally, the fourthnon-orthogonality in a different basis, such as the conserva-
preconditioner we consider is the continuous form of thetion variables, must be due to the transformation matrix,
block Jacobi preconditioner as analyzed by Allmaras [6].not the preconditioning.
Specifically, we analyze Pj 5 a(uAu 1 uBu)21, where a is theUnfortunately, Eq. (10) also implies that non-dimen-
local speed of sound. The matrix, uAu, is defined as RuLuR21,sionalization can alter the eigenvector conditioning and
where uLu is a diagonal matrix containing the absolutetherefore affect any eigenvector analysis. Typical non-di-
values of the eigenvalues of A. In terms of the Mach num-mensionalizations can be written as a diagonal transform
ber, Pj ismatrix and the condition number of a diagonal matrix

is the ratio of the largest to smallest diagonal element.
Therefore, T must be a scalar multiple of the identity
matrix to have k(T) 5 1 or else the eigenvector condition-
ing will be altered. In order to non-dimensionalize a set
of variables by a scalar implies that the variables must all
have the same dimensions and that the matrices, A and Pj 5

1
M1

M
1 1 b2 2

M2

1 1 b2 0 0

2
M2

1 1 b2

2M
1 1 b2 0 0

0 0
M

M 1 1
0

0 0 0 1

2 .
B, should have entries with the same dimensions. It is easy
to show that the A and B matrices of the symmetrizing
variables (of any system of equations) must have this prop-
erty. Thus, another reason for our selection of the symme-
trizing variables is that the eigenvectors are not affected
by non-dimensionalization. In the remainder of the paper,

In Figs. 1 and 2, contours of the logarithm of the maxi-the symmetrized variables have been non-dimensionalized
mum resolvent norm are plotted for all four precondition-by the mean speed of sound.
ers at mean flow Mach numbers of 0.01, 0.5, and 0.99.

3.2. Results These resolvent contours were constructed by discretizing
the complex z-plane and then determining the largest re-We consider three preconditioners for the subsonic Eu-
solvent norm over all wave angles for a given z-location,ler equations. The original van Leer preconditioner is de-

fined as
Rmax(z) 5 sup

f
R(z) 5 sup

f
i(zI 1 iL)21i.

The eigenvalues are located on the imaginary axis and, as
a result of the non-dimensionalization by the speed of
sound, lie between 61. A simple indicator of possible tran-Pvl 5

1
M1

M2

b
2

M
b

0 0

2
M
b

1 1 b
b

0 0

0 0 b 0

0 0 0 1

2 .
sient growth is the value of the Rmax at z 5 (1, 0). For
a preconditioned system resulting in a normal evolution
matrix, L, Rmax should be one at the point z 5 (1, 0) since
the nearest eigenvalue at (0, 0) is a distance of one away.
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FIG. 1. Contours of log10 Rmax , for van Leer and Turkel preconditioners.
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FIG. 2. Contours of log10 Rmax for Turkel transpose and block Jacobi preconditioners.
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TABLE I Fj11/2,k 5 As(Fj,k 1 Fj11,k) 2 AsuAu(Uj11,k 2 Uj,k). (11)

Initial Growth Bounds, dG/dtut501 , for 2D
For this linear problem, the flux vector, Fj,k 5 AUj,k . InPreconditioned Euler Equations
conjunction with the van Leer and Turkel preconditioners,

M a modification of the dissipation matrix is required [3, 9].
The modified form of Eq. (11) is0.01 0.5 0.99

Pvl 100.0 1.9 4.9 Fj11/2,k 5 As(Fj,k 1 Fj11,k) 2 As P21uPAu(Uj11,k 2 Uj,k). (12)
Pt 50.0 1.0 1.0
PT

t 50.0 1.1 1.0
For the block Jacobi preconditioner, a straightforward Ja-Pj 0.3 0.3 0.5

cobi-like algorithm is implemented as suggested by All-
maras [6] and does not require any modification of the
dissipation matrix. In either case, the maximum timestep
is defined as Dt21

max 5 cx/Dx 1 cy/Dy, where cx and cy areHowever, for M 5 0.01, only the block Jacobi precondi-
the magnitudes of the largest characteristic speeds in thetioner is well conditioned. By comparison, the van Leer
x and y directions. For the Jacobi scheme, the characteristicpreconditioner has Rmax(z) 5 102 at z 5 (1, 0). This indi-
speeds are still based on the original Euler equations; forcates the potential for transient growth of 100 times the
the other schemes, the characteristic speeds are based oninitial perturbation energy. At this point, the Turkel pre-
the preconditioned equations. Then, the actual timestepconditioner and its transpose have resolvent norms of ap-
for the calculations is defined as Dt 5 n Dtmax , where n isproximately 101.8 and 101.7, respectively, while the block
the CFL number. For these linear results, the time integra-Jacobi resolvent norm is approximately, 100.0. For M 5
tion is approximated using forward Euler:0.5, all of the preconditioners appear fairly well behaved.

However, for M 5 0.99, the van Leer preconditioned sys-
tem appears to be deviating further from normality with

Un11
j,k 5 Un

j,k 2 DtP FSA
U
xDn

j,k
1 SB

U
yDn

j,k
G .the resolvent norm at z 5 (1, 0) approximately 100.7.

These general trends can also be seen in the maximum
rate of energy amplification, dG/dt, at t 5 01 which is The CFL number is set to n 5 0.5 which provides good
tabulated in Table I. At low Mach numbers, the van Leer high-frequency damping properties.
and Turkel preconditioners allow substantial growth rates. As with the resolvent contour plots, three mean flow
In fact, our results indicate that the maximum growth rate Mach numbers are run, M 5 0.01, 0.5, and 0.99. The grid
for the van Leer preconditioned system behaves as 1/M, has 17 points in both coordinate directions with unit cell
while the two Turkel preconditioned systems behave as aspect ratio (Dx 5 Dy). The initial flow was composed
1/(2M) for M R 0. Regardless, significant transient growth of random perturbations containing both high and low
is likely to exist as M R 0 for both the van Leer and Turkel frequencies. The flow angle was also randomly set. 100
preconditioners. However, as we discuss in Section 5, this different initial conditions were run for 250 iterations using
potential for transient growth is more likely to impact each preconditioner. For boundary nodes, a ghost cell ap-
robustness for stagnation points rather than for nearly in- proach was used with the ghost state set to zero (i.e., no
compressible flow calculations. farfield perturbations).

The convergence histories for all combinations are
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS shown in Figs. 3 and 4. These plots show the average,

minimum, and maximum norm of the symmetrized pertur-In this section, we report numerical results which support
bation states for the 100 different random initial conditionsthe previous transient growth analysis. Specifically, we use
which were tested. First, we compare the results for alla first-order grid-aligned upwind scheme to solve the lin-
preconditioners at M 5 0.01. The transient growth forearized preconditioned equations on a Cartesian grid with
the van Leer and Turkel preconditioned systems is clear;constant Dx and Dy. For example, the x-derivative terms
within five iterations, these preconditioned systems all am-at cell ( j, k) are approximated as
plify the perturbations over an order of magnitude. The
striking result is that the minimum, average, and maximum
norms of the perturbations are nearly the same for eachSA

U
xDj,k

5
1

Dx
[Fj11/2,k 2 Fj21/2,k],

preconditioner; thus, essentially all of the random condi-
tions tested suffered the same transient growth. By com-
parison, the block Jacobi preconditioner does not havewhere the fluxes are evaluated using Roe’s flux-difference

splitting [22], any transient growth effects. However, although the van



FIG. 3. Average, minimum, and maximum residual history for linearized preconditioned Euler equations, van Leer, and Turkel preconditioners.
First-order upwind; 100 random initial conditions; farfield boundary condition; 17 by 17 grid.
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FIG. 4. Average, minimum, and maximum residual history for linearized preconditioned Euler equations, Turkel transpose, and block Jacobi
preconditioners. First-order upwind; 100 random initial conditions; farfield boundary condition; 17 by 17 grid.
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Leer and Turkel preconditioners have significant initial improve the solution quality for nearly incompressible
flows since the dissipation is not modified with this ap-growth rates, these preconditioners have better asymptotic

convergence rates than the block Jacobi. The asymptotic proach. Thus, if solutions for low freestream Mach num-
bers are desired, the block Jacobi preconditioner is not anrates are better for the van Leer and Turkel precondition-

ers because they were specifically designed to accelerate adequate choice. This suggests modifying existing precon-
ditioners or designing new preconditioners to avoid tran-low frequency disturbances; however, the block Jacobi pre-

conditioner, which was designed for effective high fre- sient amplification effects while maintaining other benefi-
cial properties. In future work, we will investigate thisquency damping, has little beneficial effect on the propaga-

tion speeds of low frequency disturbances. In fact, after design process in detail; however, in this paper, we illus-
trate one possible solution for the Turkel preconditioner250 iterations, the van Leer and Turkel preconditioned

schemes still converge further than the block Jacobi and briefly describe how we arrive at this solution.
For symmetric preconditioners of the symmetrized vari-scheme, even though the former preconditioners have

large initial transients at M 5 0.01. These results demon- ables, a bound on the condition number of the eigenvector
matrix can be formulated. Any symmetric, positive definitestrate how the eigenvectors play a significant role in de-

termining the initial stages of a calculation while the eigen- matrix can be written as
values are significant in the asymptotic portion of the
convergence. Psym 5 QQT,

The M 5 0.5 convergence histories for all of the precon-
ditioners show a similar behavior. No transient growth is giving the preconditioned governing equations
observed for any of the results at this Mach number. For
M 5 0.99, however, some small transient effects can be U

t
1 QQTA

U
x

1 QQTB
U
y

5 0. (13)seen for the van Leer preconditioner as predicted from
the previous analysis. Another interesting point is that
the upwind scheme applied to the Turkel preconditioners Applying the similarity transformation, V 5 Q21U, gives
results in eigenvalues of the discretized spatial operator
which lie in the unstable, right half plane for M 5 0.99
(note, the discrete eigenvalues are not shown here). Thus, V

t
1 QTAQ

V
x

1 QTBQ
V
y

5 0,
the long-time behavior of these solutions should exhibit
an instability. This instability can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4

which is a symmetric system (and therefore has orthogonalfor the Turkel preconditioners at M 5 0.99. We have also
eigenvectors) since A and B are symmetric. Thus, usingobserved this instability for nonlinear simulations of the
Eq. (10), the eigenvector condition number, k(R), of Eq.Turkel preconditioned Euler equations for transonic flow
(13) can be bound by the condition number of the similaritywhen employing an upwind difference method.
transformation, k(Q). Finally, using the definition of the
condition number, it is easy to show that5. ROBUST PRECONDITIONING

k(R) # k(Q) 5 Ïlmax(Psym)/lmin(Psym), (14)As we have shown, poor eigenvector conditioning can
lead to transient growth in both the continuous and discret-
ized linearized equations. For linear equations, this poses where lmax and lmin are the maximum and minimum eigen-

values of Psym . Thus, one method for limiting transientno particular problem since the magnitude of the perturba-
tion quantities does not alter the local mean flow state. amplification is to bound the condition number of the pre-

conditioning matrix. For a diagonal preconditioner of theHowever, this transient growth can cause significant prob-
lems for nonlinear calculations where the local mean flow symmetrized variables, the eigenvector condition number

is bound by the square root of the ratio of the largest tois altered by the perturbations. If the potential for transient
amplification is significant, the calculation may slowly con- smallest elements of the preconditioner. Note that, al-

though Eq. (14) indicates that a singular preconditioningverge as transient effects are continuously stimulated by
incoming waves, or worse, the calculation may abort if matrix (i.e., where lmin/lmax R 0) could lead to poorly

conditioned eigenvectors, this result is only an upper boundthe perturbations result in a non-physical mean state (i.e.,
negative pressures or densities). on k(R). For example, the block Jacobi preconditioner,

Pj , becomes singular as M R 0; however, as shown in theIf one wishes to avoid transient effects, a possible solu-
tion would be to use the block Jacobi preconditioner. How- previous sections, no transient growth occurs when using

Pj at M 5 0.01. Thus, forcing Psym to be well-conditionedever, as noted in Section 4, the block Jacobi preconditioner
does not accelerate the long wavelength modes as M R is likely to be an overly severe method to limit transient

growth.0. Furthermore, the block Jacobi preconditioner does not
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Applying these results to the Turkel preconditioner, we
first modify the preconditioner definition to

Pt 5
1
M 1

b2
t 0 0 0

2atM 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1
2 .

We let at 5 1 1 b2
t which results in symmetric acoustic

wavefronts [2]. In particular, the eigenvalues for this pre-
conditioned system are

(g/k)1,2 5 a cos f,

(g/k)3,4 5 6a
bt

M
Ï1 2 M2 cos2 f.

The first pair of eigenvalues corresponds to the convective
waves of entropy and vorticity. The second pair represents
the acoustic modes. If bt is proportional to the Mach num-
ber, then all of the eigenvalues scale with the speed of
sound. However, as M R 0, the Turkel preconditioner
approaches a diagonal matrix; thus, from the previous re-
sult, we must bound bt away from zero to limit the transient
growth. One possible option is to define

bt 5 max(M, hMy),

where My is the freestream Mach number and h is a free
parameter. Unfortunately, the acoustic eigenvalues are
now proportional to My/M which becomes unbounded at
stagnation points. Thus, while the Mach number cutoff
bounds the transient growth, it has the negative effect of

FIG. 5. Comparison of Mach number contours for original and modi-reducing the eigenvalue conditioning. We note that this
fied Turkel preconditioners at leading edge after 10, 15, and 20 iterations.modification to the Turkel preconditioner is not unique
My 5 0.01, 2 degrees angle of attack, NACA 0012. 31 equally spaced

and that a very similar suggestion is used by Turkel et al. contours from M 5 0 to 0.02.
[10] to improve the robustness of a central difference code.
The same type of limiting is also performed by Choi and
Merkle [1, 7]. However, in these references, the exact con-
nection of transient growth and eigenvector conditioning small pressure perturbations such that p̃/rya2

y is at most
of the order M2

y as My R 0 [23]. Thus, although largewas not pursued.
With this suggested modification, the transient growth transient growth is still possible at low freestream Mach

numbers, the pressure perturbations are small such thatof the symmetrized variables at M 5 0 is bound by (hMy)21.
From this bound, one might expect that low Mach number the resulting velocity perturbations, ũ/Uy , are bounded by

h21 as M R 0.calculations would still experience significant robustness
problems unless h scales as M21

y . A more thorough analysis Finally, we illustrate the effect of this modification with
results from an unstructured Euler solver. The solver is a(as performed in the Appendix for the 1D van Leer precon-

ditioner) shows that the transient growth at M 5 0 is locally preconditioned version of the Barth and Jespersen
node-based upwind algorithm [24]. Only first-order accu-due to the creation of velocity disturbances from pressure

disturbances which are amplified by a factor of (hMy)21. rate results are presented in this paper. The time marching
scheme is an optimally smoothing multi-stage scheme forHowever, for low Mach number flows with no large incom-

ing pressure perturbations, one can generally expect very unstructured grids which has been recently developed by
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FIG. 6. Convergence history for NACA 0012, M 5 0.01, 2 degrees angle of attack at two CFL numbers.

the first author in conjunction with John Lynn [25]. Spe- first-order scheme and never experienced any lack of ro-
bustness with all calculations converging to well-behavedcifically,
steady solutions.

Solutions were attempted for two CFL numbers, n 5U(1)
i 5 Un

i 2 a1 DtiPiR
(0)
i ,

nopt/5 and nopt . Mach number contours for the original
U(2)

i 5 Un
i 2 a2 DtiPiR

(1)
i , and modified Turkel preconditioners after 10, 15, and 20

iterations using the smaller CFL are shown in Fig. 5. TheU(3)
i 5 Un

i 2 a3 DtiPiR
(2)
i ,

Mach number contours from Fig. 5 show significant pertur-
bation growth at the stagnation point for the original Tur-Un11

i 5 Un
i 2 a4 DtiPiR

(3)
i ,

kel preconditioner. From our experience with this unstruc-
tured code, this type of stagnation point disturbance iswhere a1 5 0.07051, a2 5 0.1803, a3 5 0.3854, a4 5 1.0,
typical of not only the original Turkel but also the originaland Dti 5 n Dtmax i . Note that, to accelerate convergence
van Leer preconditioner. As expected, the Mach contoursfurther, the timestep varies with the node. For this time
for the modified Turkel scheme show no evidence of theintegration, the optimal CFL is nopt 5 3.1 with Dtmax i de-
stagnation point problem. Convergence histories for bothfined as
CFL numbers are shown in Fig. 6. At the smaller CFL,
the original Turkel preconditioner eventually aborts after
42 iterations while the modified preconditioner is smoothlyAi

Dtmax i
5 ONi

j
Dsjl

1
j ,

varying. For the optimal CFL, the original Turkel precon-
ditioner aborts after a single iteration from negative pres-
sure and density at the leading edge while the modifiedwhere Ai is the area of the control volume for node i, Ni

is the number of nodes neighboring i, Dsj is the length of preconditioner converges to machine zero in about 2000
iterations. For comparison, the unpreconditioned Eulerthe dual edge associated with nodes i and j, and l1

j is the
largest positive eigenvalue normal to the dual edge. This convergence history is also shown in Fig. 6b and after 10000

iterations is still far from machine zero. Mach numbertimestep was derived by Barth and Jespersen by enforcing
monotonicity [24]. We solve the flow over a NACA 0012 contours for the preconditioned results at convergence and

the unpreconditioned Euler results at 10000 iterations areairfoil at 2 degrees angle of attack and a freestream Mach
number, My 5 0.01. The grid has 3021 nodes with 130 shown in Fig. 7. As observed in previous efforts, the im-

proved solution accuracy for preconditioned low Machnodes on the airfoil surface. For this calculation, we set
h 5 0.5. Note, we have used h 5 0.5 for a variety of number calculations is very impressive [3, 9, 5]. Thus, al-

though the unpreconditioned Euler residual drops fourfreestream Mach numbers, flow angles, and grids with the
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FIG. 7. Comparison of M contours for modified Turkel preconditioned results and unpreconditioned Euler results. My 5 0.01, 2 degrees angle
of attack, NACA 0012. 51 equally spaced contours from M 5 0 to 0.015.

orders of magnitude, the quality of the solution is still APPENDIX
very poor.

As an aid to the reader unfamiliar with the mathematical
tools employed in this paper, a simple 2 3 2 model problem6. CONCLUSIONS
will be discussed that illustrates the need for non-modal
analysis and demonstrates the mathematical framework toIn this paper we have demonstrated the influence of

eigenvectors on the convergence dynamics of the locally quantify transient effects.
We will consider the one-dimensional linearized Eulerpreconditioned Euler equations. The non-orthogonality of

the eigenvectors of the preconditioned system has been equations in symmetric variables U 5 ( p̃/ra, ũ), where p̃
and ũ are the perturbation pressure and velocity, and rfound responsible for a transient amplification of the resid-

ual and a subsequent loss of robustness. A number of and a are the mean density and the speed of sound. For
simplicity, we have not included the entropy in these vari-mathematical tools to analyze preconditioners have been

introduced, and this mathematical framework has been ables because it fully decouples from the pressure and
velocity perturbations. After non-dimensionalization byapplied to a number of standard local preconditioners. We

found that the van Leer and Turkel preconditioned systems the mean speed of sound, the linearized Euler equations
readare highly non-normal for low Mach numbers. This non-

normality was shown numerically to result in a large ampli-
fication of the residual norm as M R 0. In particular,
this non-normality resulted in a loss of robustness near U

t
1 A

U
x

5 0 with A 5 SM 1

1 M
D ,

stagnation points for non-linear simulations. A modifica-
tion to the van Leer and Turkel preconditioners was sug-
gested which limits the departure of the preconditioned where M is the Mach number. We will use the one-dimen-
system from normality. This modification was demon- sional version of the van Leer preconditioner given by
strated to result in a significant improvement in robustness
for an unstructured, upwind finite volume code.

The only preconditioner analyzed which did not suffer
from non-normality at low Mach numbers was the block

Pvl 5
1
M 1

M2

b2 2
M
b2

2
M
b2

1 1 b2

b2
2 , b2 5 1 2 M2,Jacobi preconditioner. However, this preconditioner does

not effectively equalize the characteristic speeds of low
frequency waves; thus, although the block Jacobi did not
suffer from any initial transient growth, its asymptotic con-
vergence rate was generally less than that of the van Leer to explore the occurrence of transient effects in the precon-

ditioned system,and Turkel preconditioners.
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U
t

1 PvlA
U
x

5 0.

After Fourier transforming in the streamwise direction, we
obtain the evolution equation,

du
dt

1 iLu 5 0 with L 5 k 1
21 0

2
M

12 ,

where k is the wavenumber of the perturbation. Note, as
in the two-dimensional analysis, the wave number only
scales the time derivative; thus, we assume k 5 1 for the
rest of the analysis. It is straightforward to determine the
eigenvalues and normalized eigenvectors of the evolution FIG. 8. Example of a 2 3 2 system with transient growth resulting

from non-orthogonal eigenvectors for t2 . t1 . 0.matrix L as

tion no longer occurs, resulting in a significant growth in
g1 5 1, r1 5 S0

1
D the velocity.

This effect can be visualized considering a 2 3 2 system
with highly non-orthogonal eigenvectors as depicted in Fig.g2 5 21, r2 5

1

Ï1 1 M2 S2M

1
D

8. The initial condition, u0 , although of small magnitude,
requires large expansion coefficients vj due to the non-

and the complete solution expanded in an eigenvector basis orthogonality of the eigenvectors. At the initial instant,
can thus be written as the large amplitude eigenvectors are not evident because

of their mutual cancellation. Suppose that the eigenvalues
of the associated eigenvectors are distinct, negative imagi-

u(t) 5 v1 S0

1
D eit 1

v2

Ï1 1 M2 S2M

1
D e2it . nary numbers, then, as time advances, the amplitude of

the eigenmodes will decrease at different rates. As a result
of the different decay rates, the initial cancellation of the

The constants v1 and v2 are determined from the initial con- eigenvectors does not remain and large transient growth
ditions. will be observed in the state phase space. This growth can

These eigenvectors are clearly non-orthogonal as M R be seen in Fig. 8 as the increase in length of the state
0. The angle f between the eigenvectors can be deter- vector, u. For purely real eigenvalues (as for the Euler
mined as equations), the state space diagram is more difficult to

conceptualize. In this case, the initial eigenmode cancella-
tion disappears because of different propagation speeds,f 5 arc cos S 1

Ï1 1 M2D not different decay rates. Regardless, the result is the same;
for non-orthogonal eigenvectors, a system with real eigen-
values can experience transient energy amplification.which rapidly approaches zero as the Mach number de-

creases, thus leading to an increasingly ill-conditioned Another way of expressing the solution is by using the
matrix exponential, u(t) 5 exp(2itL)u0 , with u0 as theexpansion basis. The possibility for large transients as

M R 0 can be shown if one considers an initial condition initial state vector. As described in Section 2, the L2-norm
of the matrix exponential is the maximum growth, G(t),with a finite pressure perturbation but zero velocity pertur-

bation, for example, u0 5 ( p̃0/ra, 0). In order to match the as a function of time and optimized over all unit norm
initial conditions. For the 1D van Leer preconditionedinitial pressure perturbation, the strength of the second

wave must be v2 5 (2Ï1 1 M2/M) ( p̃0/ra). For zero initial equations, G(t) is plotted in Fig. 9 for selected values of
the Mach number M. As can be seen, substantial transientvelocity perturbation, the strength of the first wave is then

v1 5 (1/M)( p̃0/ra). Thus, for low Mach numbers, the growth can result as M R 0.
It is also instructive to consider the evolution equationstrengths of the eigenmodes can become extremely large.

At t 5 0, the large wave strengths are not observed because for the disturbance norm, Eq. (8). From this, the initial
amplification rate optimized over all unit norm initial con-of cancellation. However, as time progresses, the waves

propagate in different directions and the fragile cancella- ditions is
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FIG. 9. G(t) for 1D van Leer preconditioned Euler equations. FIG. 11. Contours of log10 R(z) for 1D block Jacobi preconditioned
Euler equations at M 5 0.01.

dG
dt U

t501

5
1
M

. the complex z-plane can be used as an indication of non-
normality. As a simple illustration, we plot the resolvent
norm for the 1D van Leer and block Jacobi preconditioned

Thus, arbitrarily high amplification rates can be achieved systems at M 5 0.01 in Figs. 10 and 11. Note, the block
for low Mach numbers. Jacobi preconditioner is

As pointed out in the main text, the resolvent norm,
R(z), can be used to estimate the maximum transient
growth. For normal evolution matrices, the resolvent norm
constitutes an inverse distance function from the spectrum. Pj 5

1
M 1

M
b2 2

M2

b2

2
M2

b2

M
b2
2 .

For highly non-normal matrices, the resolvent norm can
be considerably larger than the reciprocal distance from
the spectrum. Thus, contours of the resolvent norm in

The block Jacobi preconditioned system has not only the
same eigenvalues as the van Leer system but also orthogo-
nal eigenvectors. It is easily seen that the resolvent norm
for the van Leer system is two orders of magnitude larger
than the block Jacobi system. In contrast, the block Jacobi
resolvent contours are circles centered at the eigenvalues
and equal to the inverse distance from the closest eigen-
value. This resolvent behavior is typical of normal opera-
tors. Thus, we expect transient amplification for the van
Leer system of approximately two orders of magnitudes
while the block Jacobi should not suffer any transient am-
plification.
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